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 Praise be to Allah, and His peace and blessings be upon the 
Messenger of Allah..

 The United Arab Emirates occupies an important geostrate-
gic location that made it capture the interest of world powers 
over the past centuries. This interest has taken different forms 
of approaches in order to achieve objectives which were mostly 
centered on the economy. Those who ruled the emirates over 
hundreds of years were endowed with prudent statesmanship, 
which enabled them to achieve a balance that culminated in the 
Union on 2 December 1971. Since that date, a new birth of the 
State was recorded in letters of gold by the late Sheikh Zayed 
bin Sultan Al Nahyan, “God rest his soul,” and his brother rul-
ers of the Emirates. The UAE has made great strides that were    
admired by the world for all achievements it has realized at all 
levels. Such achievements needed power to protect them and 
ensure their continuity, so the UAE Leadership adopted an ef-
fective strategy with diplomatic, economic and military pillars. 
In spite of the enormous challenges that have been, and are 
still, witnessed in the region, the triumphant march of the UAE 
is continuing steadily and ambitiously under the leadership of 
His Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan, the Supreme 
Commander of the Armed Forces, “may God protect him”, His 
Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, UAE Vice 
President, Prime Minister, and Ruler of Dubai, “may God protect 
him”, and Their Highnesses Members of the Supreme Council, 
Rulers of  the Emirates.

 The Armed Forces of the United Arab Emirates are one of the 
institutions that have achieved quantum leaps in a short period 

they are quite capable of protecting the state and its achieve-
ments. This would not have been possible without the discerning 
vision of His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, 
Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme Commander 
of the Armed Forces. His vision, foresight, prudent thought, high 
aspirations and dedication in the service of the country enabled 
the Armed Forces to reach this level, which makes us as mem-
bers of the Armed Forces talk about them very proudly.

 We, in the National Defense College, are fully aware of the im-
portance of the role of this college at the state level, and its con-

tribution to the support of national strategies, through the preparation 
of selected individuals to be among the future promising leaders of the 
state, leaders who are able to offer more to the country. They should 
be armed with the features and values   of loyalty and patriotism, knowl-
edge and belief in their duty toward their homeland, their capabilities, 
open-mindedness, comprehensive thought and outstanding leader-
ship skills. Therefore, the leadership of the college seeks to implement 
the policies and decisions of the founders of the college and its Su-
preme Council, so that the NDC should accomplish its overall mission 
ably and be an educational monument of quality output and a unique 
value-added, high-level platform. Therefore, we take the opportunity of 

history of the NDC, to document this event and provide some articles 
by a number of scholars, mentors and some personalities, so that this 
issue would serve as another way to introduce the college and offer 
part of its activities .

 -
ic one due to its association with the establishment and opening of the 

is, the National Defense Session 2013 - 2014, which included thirty 
military and civilian students who had spent nearly one year to record a 
new history of military education in the United Arab Emirates.

The success of this session, with its distinctive curriculum, mentors 
and students, is nothing but an extension of a series of successes 

leadership. Congratulations to the nation for this blessed addition rep-

product as represented by this group of leaders.

 
success and bear the desired fruit of this leading national project. I also 

and up to expectations, and that the efforts of those in charge of the 
college for the development of its future programs will be crowned with 
success on a permanent basis, in order to cope with the changes that 
occur, and the national requirements and aspirations.

 I pray to God Almighty to preserve our UAE, the house of pride, dignity, 
security, and prosperity, with all its land, sea and air including its Leader, 
leadership and people.
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Editor In Chief

His Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan, the Supreme Com-
mander of the Armed Forces, may God protect him, issued a Decree under 
Federal Law No 1 of 2012 to establish the National Defence College, which 
specializes in preparing and qualifying the military and civilian leadership. 
This was in light of our wise leadership’s emphasis on the importance of 

to support the National Security Strategy through the preparation of future 
leaders; carrying out strategic studies and research to achieve the task, 

of strategic thinking and planning; consistent performance within the con-
cerned government agencies; and the exchange of expertise to develop the 
strategy of national defense and security. 

The other objectives of the college were to identify and assess the challenges facing the national, regional and 
international security and to study the principles and requirements for managing and employing the state’s 
resources to protect national interests. The college would train and mould future leaders who will assume 
senior leadership positions in the Armed Forces, state agencies, and national institutions and bodies in both 
public and private sectors.

academic standards.

With its content of strategic articles, studies and analyses by a number of statesmen and thinkers, writers and 
-

ments of national security issues and crisis management, defense components, and strategic environment 
variables.

and strategic military information and affairs in the economic, political and social domains, as well as strategic 
readings and analyses (local, regional and international), by the members of the faculty and students of the 
National Defence College.

-
ested readers, and an annual source for decision makers and houses of expertise, as well as a nucleus of 
strategic thinking in the National Defence College.

May God protect the nation and the Leader of the Nation.

Editor in Chief :
Abdulla Al Zaabi
Staff Colonel



UAE Vice President, Prime Minister 
and Ruler of Dubai His Highness 
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid 
Al Maktoum, today attended the 

session of the National Defence 
College in Abu Dhabi.

National Security Advisor Sheikh Hazza 
bin Zayed Al Nahyan and Deputy Prime 
Minister and Minister of the Interior Lt. 
General Sheikh Saif bin Zayed Al Nahyan 
attended the graduation ceremony.

The ceremony was also attended 

by Minister of Culture, Youth and 
Community Development Sheikh 
Nahyan bin Mubarak Al Nahyan, Minister 

Research Sheikh Hamdan bin Mubarak 
Al Nahyan, State Minister Dr. Sultan bin 
Ahmed Sultan Al Jaber, Chief of Staff 
of the UAE Armed Forces Lt. General 
Hamad Mohammed Thani Al Rumaithi, 

General Mosbbah bin Rashid AI Fattan, 
Undersecretary of the Ministry of Interior 
Lt. General Saif Abdullah Al Shafar, as 
well as a number of sheikhs and senior 

The ceremony began with the rendition 
of the UAE National Anthem following 
Sheikh Mohammed’s arrival at the 
venue of the event. Then the college 
commander delivered a welcoming 
speech in which he welcomed the 
patron of the ceremony, Sheikh 
Mohammed, and the audience. He 
also expressed thanks and loyalty to 
President and Supreme Commander 
of the UAE Armed Forces His Highness 
Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan for 
founding the National Defence College, 

region. He also thanked Abu Dhabi 

Mohammed attends graduation 
ceremony of National Defence College
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Crown Prince and Deputy Supreme 
Commander of the UAE Armed Forces 
and Chairman of the Supreme Council of 
the college General Sheikh Mohammed 
bin Zayed Al Nahyan.

Then Sheikh Mohammed distributed 

congratulated them on their 
achievement, urging them to continue 
to seek further education. Addressing 
the graduates, he said:”I am still learning 
a new thing every day, and haven’ t 
stopped doing so, because learning 
and seeking knowledge are the reason 

behind human’s progress, happiness 

nation building which we want to raise to 
achieve glory, prosperity and progress in 

After that the college commander 
presented a memorabilia to Sheikh 
Mohammed before Sheikh Mohammed 
along with Sheikh Hazza and Sheikh 
Saif posed for photographs with the 
graduates and the college staff.

9
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By: Dr. Anwar Mohammed Gargash
Minister of State for Foreign Affairs

THE UAE’S APPROACH TO   
The UAE and the GCC are facing a 
rapidly changing security environ-
ment. After three years, the Arab 
world is still struggling with the effects 
of the political instability and violent 
extremism that was triggered by the 
protest wave of 2011. Internal and ex-
ternal foes are seeking to exploit this 
instability to further their own danger-
ous goals. These dynamics are posing 
a serious challenge to regional peace 
and risk undermining the established 
regional balance of power.

At the same time, the global balance 
of power is being transformed by the 
rise of new actors that are willing to 
challenge the status quo. This is caus-

Europe to the South China Sea. While 
posing no direct challenge to the UAE, 
these global power shifts and the in-
stability they beget are generating 
powerful spillover effects that are af-
fecting the region.

These dangerous regional and global 
changes are reinforcing each other. 
By deepening uncertainty amongst 
regional and global actors, they are 
encouraging brinkmanship behavior 
and increasing the risk of miscalcula-
tions. The UAE and the GCC are pro-
foundly affected by these changes, 
which foster the need to continuously 
recalibrate the regional security archi-
tecture.

The UAE’s approach to regional se-

that are fostering regional stability and 
prosperity and provide the basis for 
amicable relations with our neighbors. 
These pillars provide the foundation 
for our common security and help 
to foster growth and development 
across the region. 

 To play an 
active and constructive role on re-
gional security issues requires above 
all strength and cohesion at home. To 
this end, the UAE needs to maintain 
its economic strength and dynamism, 
which are crucial drivers of domestic 
cohesions and regional stability. Our 
economic dynamism is key to our 
security. It also requires the UAE to 
maintain capable military forces with 
the ability to respond rapidly to a va-
riety of security contingencies. While 
the UAE can rely on strong allies to 
safeguard regional security, it needs 
to maintain the ability to respond 
forcefully to all local threats.

 The UAE champi-
ons a moderate agenda at home and 
abroad that fosters reconciliation and 
opposes extremism in all of its forms. 
At home, the UAE’s tolerant society is 
based on respect for other religions 
and people and opposes all forms of 
discrimination. The UAE’s acknowl-
edged leadership on women’s right 
in the region is testimony to this cul-
ture of moderation. Abroad, the UAE 
seeks to foster moderation by work-
ing with moderate forces and sup-
porting international efforts to counter 
violent extremism.

 The UAE em-
braces the principle of non-interfer-
ence in domestic affairs as enshrined 
by the UN Charter and the Charter 
of the Arab League and respects 
the sovereignty and territorial integ-
rity of other countries. This princi-
pally means that the UAE considers 

a matter for the Arab League and op-
poses undue outside meddling in the 
Arab world. Arab problems should be 
solved by Arabs. It also means that 
Arab countries should refrain from un-
invited interference in the domestic af-
fairs of their fellow Arab countries, be 
it by supporting dissent, or by provid-
ing platforms for destabilizing views. 
This is key to amicable regional rela-
tions.

 
The UAE seeks a regional balance of 
power in the Arabian Gulf that enables 
friendly and reciprocal relations be-
tween all countries. The UAE consid-
ers all attempts to challenge this bal-
ance, whether by internal or external 
actors, as damaging to its interests 
and to the interests of the region. The 
UAE therefore seeks a balanced rela-
tionship between all powers in the re-
gion and opposes any bids to regional 
hegemony that would inevitably pose 
a challenge to its freedom and inde-
pendence.

 The UAE 
maintains close ties with a number 
of countries with which it shares a 
history of friendship and a common 
interest in maintaining an open and 
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stable regional environment. In addi-
tion, the UAE is always open to con-
sider partnerships with countries that 
have not been previously active in the 
region, or are otherwise emerging as 
responsible international actors. The 
UAE cooperates closely with these 
countries, including on security is-
sues, in pursuit of common interests 
and based on shared values, with the 
aim of ensuring a stable regional bal-
ance of power.

 Effec-
tive multilateralism is key to ensuring 
peaceful relations amongst nations 
and upholding common international 
legal norms. To ensure an effective 
multilateral system, the UAE plays 
an active role in several multilateral 
organizations, including the Arab 
League, the GCC, and the UN. The 
UAE seeks to strengthen the ability of 
these organizations to play an effec-

resolution and participates actively in 
their work on regional crises, such as 

At present, the Gulf region is facing 
a number of prominent challenges 
that are threatening regional security 
and cooperation. These challenges 
are a direct consequence of complex 
regional and global changes we wit-
nessed in recent years. 

Most severe amongst these challeng-
es has been the emergence of a new 

The global balance of power 
is being transformed by 
the rise of new actors that 
are willing to challenge the 
status quo

The UAE embraces the prin-
ciple of non-interference in 
domestic affairs as en-
shrined by the UN Charter 
and the Charter of the Arab 
League

Arab problems should be 
solved by Arabs

wave of extremism. Extremist actors 
have been able to exploit changes 
in the regional and global environ-
ment and are threatening the status 
quo in several countries in the region. 
The repercussions of the failure of the 
international community to tackle the 

-
erly political developments in Egypt 
have been particularly severe in this 
regard. These events are fuelling sec-
tarianism across the region and serve 
as a magnet for extremists. This has 
also encouraged dangerous extrem-
ist forces in the UAE and other Gulf 
states. To ward against these dan-
gers it is necessary for all countries 
in the region to unite behind a com-
mon agenda that clearly denounces 
extremism and sectarianism in all of 
its forms. Arab countries need to rally 
behind moderate forces that provide 
the best hope for the future.

Competition for hegemony amongst 
regional powers remains another 
important security challenge for the 

-
gion as a proxy for the rivalry amongst 
major powers remains an important 
source of regional instability and 

responsibility to uphold regional sta-
bility. Therefore, for the UAE, Iran’s 
occupation of the islands, Abu Musa, 
Greater Tunb and Lesser Tunb, re-
mains a major point of contention. 
The UAE seeks a peaceful resolution 

negotiations or international arbitra-
tion. To this end, the more conciliatory 
language of the current Iranian gov-
ernment is encouraging, but needs to 15
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be followed by concrete action.

The withdrawal of international troops 
from Iraq and Afghanistan and the 
emergence of alternatives to oil and 
gas from the Arabian Gulf have led to 
speculations that the region might wit-
ness a rollback of the presence of the 
US in the region. Talk of an American 
pivot to Asia has further underpinned 
the misconception of an American 
withdrawal from the region. These 
speculations embolden possible chal-
lengers and might lead to dangerous 
miscalculations that threaten regional 

commitment of the US and its other 
international partners in the region and 
continues to maintain close and con-

regional security issues.

Israel’s occupation of Palestine con-
tinues to be another important driver 

across the region. The UAE is deeply 
concerned about the recent break-
down in the US-led peace talks and 
will do all it can to help bring the talks 
back on track. The main impediment 
remains the issue of Israeli settle-
ments, which are illegal under inter-
national law. Israel needs to recognize 
that it is in its own interest to come to 
a just and stable solution to the crisis. 
Failure to resolve this long-standing 
problem peacefully and amicably will 
only provide an opening to extremists 
on both sides and spawn further con-

On top of these traditional challenges 
to regional security, the region faces 
also a number of non-traditional se-
curity challenges that threaten our 
economic wellbeing and the stability 
of our societies. The proliferation of 
WMD, in particular, is a key danger 
for regional and international security. 
In this respect, the UAE welcomes 
the talks between the P5+1 and Iran 
that seek to address the concerns 
of the international community over 
Iran’s nuclear weapons program. An 
airtight, sustainable solution to this is-

sue is important to avoid the dangers 
of a potential regional arms race. In-
ternational terrorism remains another 
threat to regional security. To ward 
against this threat it is important for 
Arab countries to adopt common 
guidelines on how to tackle terrorism 
in all of its forms, as called for at the 
recent Arab League summit in Kuwait 
this year and to deny safe haven to 
wanted individuals and provocateurs. 
Transnational crime is a challenge to 
our social and economic wellbeing. 
Non-state actors, such as pirates at 
sea and criminal syndicates, repre-
sent a new and growing challenge to 
regional security.

The UAE’s Response to 

In order to check these chal-
lenges to security and en-
sure a stable system in the 

region, the UAE is 
leading the regional 

and international re-
sponse on three 

levels.

First, 
t h e 
U A E , 
t o g e t h e r 
with its part-
ners, seeks to 
strengthen the 
ability of the region 
to respond collec-
tively to security chal-
lenges. In spite of cur-
rent events, the UAE still 
considers the GCC to be the 
prime vector for discussions on 
regional security and for devising 
a regional response to common, 
external threats. In order to respond 
to regional challenges it is pertinent 
for the GCC to overcome recent di-
visions and close ranks. The UAE is 
also playing a leading role in the crea-
tion of a GCC Security Academy able 

to foster a common security culture in 
the region. The UAE considers it cru-
cial for all GCC countries to step up 
their preparedness against common 
security challenges.

Second, the UAE is seeking to bol-
ster multilateral partnerships that are 
key to ensuring regional and global 
security. Relations with NATO repre-
sent an important vector for the UAE’s 
multilateral engagement on security 
issues. To deepen this relationship, 
the UAE has taken an active role in 
NATO’s Istanbul Cooperation Initiative 
(ICI), and has become one of the few 
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countries able to operate alongside 

in the Balkans, Libya and Afghani-
stan. The United Nations and the 
Arab League represent other impor-
tant areas of multilateral engagement. 
By taking an active and constructive 
role in the UN and within the Arab 
League, the UAE seeks to bolster the 
ability of these organizations to act ef-
fectively and with legitimacy on inter-
national security issues.

Finally, bilateral security partnerships 
with key global powers continue to 
provide a cornerstone of our com-
mon security. With power increas-
ingly dispersed internationally, the 
UAE has sought to deepen and wid-

en the range of its security partner-
ships. This has meant deeper coop-
eration with our traditional partners, 
as well as pursuing contacts with 
new actors. The UAE therefore aims 
to strengthen and widen its multitude 
of partnerships, in order to maintain 
regional stability.

By uniting around our common val-
ues and principles, the UAE can en-
sure that it remains an island of stabil-
ity in the current regional turmoil. The 
guarantee of stability, of economic 
prosperity, and of an open and inter-
national outlook, allows the UAE to 

its closest neighbors and partners, 
and of the wider international com-
munity. This puts the UAE in a posi-
tion where it can continue to play an 
active and effective role on regional 
security issues in the region and the 
wider world, which is valued and ap-
preciated by all our partners. Above 
all, this serves the interests of all 

-
cure and stable regional environment 
and prepares the UAE for the rapid 
changes the regional and global se-
curity environment is currently expe-
riencing.

l id
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NDC Dean’s 
Welcome for the NDC Journal, 
The Beacon of Security

By: John R. Ballard, Ph.D.
Dean of the National Defense College

STUDIES

as a result of investment in science, 
technology, research and develop-
ment throughout the fabric of the UAE 
economy.” UAE Vision 2021
That vision calls for us to be a learn-
ing society. A learning society regards 
the actual process of learning as an 
‘activity, not a place’ – which means 
learning is understood to take place 
everywhere, both inside and outside 
educational institutions, until it be-
comes a fundamental part of every-
day life in a globalized world. Learn-
ing societies are broader in context 
than industrial societies, thus, they 
have an impact on and are affected 
by an expansive range of contexts, 
both international and domestic, and 

This journal, The Beacon of Security, 
should help us identify and mitigate 
threats as well as take advantage of 
the full range of strategic security op-
portunities that stand on the horizon 
for the UAE and its brotherly nations 
in the region. With creativity, passion, 
commitment to the nation, awareness 
of emerging trends, and adherence 
to cultural fundamentals, this forum 
should serve as a marker beacon as 
the UAE travels the path set by UAE 
Vision 2021.
“We want the UAE to transform its 
economy into a model where growth 
is driven by knowledge and innova-
tion. Productivity and competiveness 
will come to rival the best on the world 

“We cannot solve our problems with 
the same thinking we used when we 
created them.” Albert Einstein
Many analysts feel that there are pow-
erful, new driving forces which are 
changing the nature of national com-
petitiveness around the globe. Those 
forces are many, but most commonly 
include globalization, advances in in-
formation technology, a rise in infor-
mation intensity, new media sources 
and dramatically expanding network-
ing and connectivity. Maximizing our 
future potential requires us to harness 
these forces and use them to our ad-
vantage. These are things that the 
UAE, as a learning society, can and 
should do. 

This Journal is a vehicle for knowledge creation and strategic communication. 
Knowledge creation is a fundamental requirement for any college, but it is of 
particular importance in an institution of higher learning such as the National 
Defense College, which seeks to lead in the development of strategic thinking 
and promote the development of strategic security at national, regional and 
international levels. The National Defense College also seeks to contribute 
directly to the security of the UAE and other friendly countries by studying 
and further developing strategic concepts of potential utility, so that national 
decision-makers can take advantage of every appropriate opportunity to in-
crease prosperity for the citizens of the nation.
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must draw on a wide range tools to 
facilitate broadly based, lifelong learn-
ing in all individuals. Lifelong learning 
is enabled through a learning society 
of dedicated individual learners, aided 
by technology and networking, shar-
ing learning experiences over a wider 

formal and informal network of learn-
ing, all of which is intended to help 
the people prosper. This journal is 
designed to facilitate such a learning 
society in the UAE.
We hope that everyone who has cre-
ative, critical ideas to share will look 
to The Beacon of Security as the pre-
mier regional forum to impart such 
strategic security thinking and help 
transition the UAE to the learning so-
ciety called for in UAE Vision 2021. 
That transition will keep the UAE in 
the forefront of the modern world, 
and will certainly help retain the UAE’s 
reputation as one of the most dynam-
ic and creative societies on earth. 
We look forward to seeing your ideas 
in print.

Learning societies are 
broader in context than 
industrial societies

Lifelong learning is enabled 
through a learning soci-
ety of dedicated individual 
learners
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United Strategy against 
Infectious Disease

The objective of this research is to an-
swer the question of how United Arab 
Emirates health authorities can effec-
tively respond to an outbreak of infec-
tious disease. The strategy of the UAE 
health authorities should supports 
coordination between all stakehold-
ers, standardization of procedures, 
and development of national work-
force in dealing with infectious dis-
eases outbreak. This strategy should 
be the responsibility of a central au-
thority that can oversee the health 
threat and public health of the UAE. 
Globalization and its impact on eas-
ing the movement of people from one 
country to another, and the free trade 
market that the UAE is depending on 
to sustain its economy, are two main 
factors to be considered in any strate-
gy to deal with infectious disease out-
break. Large percentage of the UAE 
population consists mainly of Asian 
labors, those labors are gathering in 
crowded camps in most situations. 
These situations represent a high risk 
area in spreading infection from these 
camps. On the other hand, each of 
the governmental health authorities 
in the UAE, including the Ministry of 
Health has their own strategy, those 
strategies do not address infectious 
disease as a national threat and there 
is no mandate for coordination be-
tween deferent health authorities. If 
we compare the UAE government 
system with other similar federal sys-
tem in other countries, then we can 
admire the need for central govern-
ment authority to coordinate and lead 
the efforts in prevention and control-
ling infectious disease. 

20
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Throughout history, infectious dis-
ease outbreaks have killed millions of 
people in different parts of the world.  
They have seriously impacted the 
destinies of many civilizations, either 
by eradicating the whole society or 

both instances, they represented an 
unpredicted event. In modern history, 
the movement of people from one 
part of the world to another has been 
dramatically increased due to free 

tourism. When people move, microor-
ganisms like bacteria, virus, fungi, and 
helminthes move with them.

Because the UAE has a consider-
able percentage of its labor popula-
tion coming from other parts of the 
world with different, and in many cas-
es lower, healthcare standards than 
the UAE, extra precaution has to be 
taken by the UAE health authorities to 
prevent the transmission of infectious 
disease from those countries. The 
aim of the UAE health authorities is to 
protect the UAE community from any 
risk of an infectious disease outbreak. 
Because the health authority is com-

any solution will require high level of 
cooperation and coordination in sur-
veillance and response procedures. 
The UAE health authorities will face a 
serious challenge in cooperation and 
coordination when serving the UAE 
population.

The spread of infectious disease 
has increased because of thechang-
ing lifestyle of humans, rapid increase 

in population, trade and economy 
worldwide, and the overuse of antibi-
otics. 

High density populations are at 
greater risk for transmitting infectious 
disease. The UAE is one of these 
types of areas as it is considered the 
fastest in growing population and re-
source use.  The main associated risk 
with this type of situation is the lack of 
public health measurements. Public 

areas regularly to detect any risk of 
potential infectious disease outbreak. 

Infectious disease management 

One of the main factors in 
controlling an infectious 
disease effectively is to 
report any case quickly to 

The MOH as the primary 
government player should 
have a comprehensive strat-
egy on how the UAE should 
deal with infectious disease

By:
Staff Brigadier General
Matar Alnuaimi 
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is affected by many factors; one of 
them is human behavior, where pub-
lic health decisions are taken by indi-
viduals directly or indirectly involved in 
public health security. In other words, 
some decision makers will drive their 
country’s strategy towards providing 
state of art treatment facilities and 
ignore public health infrastructure. 
Those decisions may affect the in-
frastructure of public health facilities, 
perhaps as a result of underestimat-
ing the threat that a disease outbreak 
could cause to national security. This 

very important in having an effective 
disease surveillance system and con-
trolling new emerging diseases.

Domestic Case Study
In March of 2009, an outbreak of 

noted globally in Mexico, and in June 
2009 the disease spread quickly in 
many parts of the globe. The WHO 
requested governments around the 
world to consider the H1N1 the top of 
their public health priority. In the UAE 
serious procedures were conducted 

step taken by MOH was to make re-
porting in suspected cases manda-
tory for all healthcare providers. The 
Health Authority of Abu Dhabi (HAAD) 
provided all healthcare providers with 

-

cases was 908 cases; out of this to-
tal, 26 patients died from H1N1. The 

Dhabi was reported on 20 May 2009 
and there were eventually 12 Emirati 
and 14 expatriate fatalities. 

HAAD’s Department of Commu-
nicable disease analyzed the 2009 
outbreak and concluded that the av-

20 years and 59.1% of the cases indi-
cated some traveling activities during 
the prior week of infection. Ninety four 

came from government hospitals. 
From this case, we can identify 

some important lessons. First, there 
is an essential need for health authori-
ties to have complete data from all 
parts of the UAE, as this case study 
provides information from the surveil-
lance system in Abu Dhabi only. An-

actions taken by HAAD before, dur-
ing and after the outbreak enabled a 

isolating the suspected cases, tracing 
contacts, and providing prophylaxis. 

case study is that more than 50% of 
the total number of deaths from H1N1 
were from expatriates; this indicates 
the critical role of UAE population de-
mographics in prevention and control 
measures.

It is obvious from the above study 
that in order to overcome gaps within 

-
-

tion and control of infectious disease. 
Furthermore, the study indicates the 
need to involve the private healthcare 

-
lance system as this sector provides 
healthcare to the majority of the UAE 
population. One of the main factors in 
controlling an infectious disease ef-
fectively is to report any case quickly 

to oversee the situation in larger scale 
and to provide any needed support. 
In addition, the study indicates the im-
pact of travel and movement of peo-
ple coming and leaving the UAE; this 
movement represents an important 
factor which any UAE national strat-

egy should address, perhaps through 

entry ports in the UAE.

Analysis
A closer look at the strategies of 

UAE health authorities has revealed 
some, especially in relation to infec-
tious disease surveillance and control. 
And by reviewing the strategy docu-
ments of each of the health authori-
ties, this research analyzes whether 
those strategies support policy and 
procedures that enable the country to 
deal effectively with infectious disease 
outbreak. The UAE health strategies 
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Ministry of Health (MOH)
The MOH strategy has a very gen-

eral article about public health in 
which the fourth objective states: 
“promote public healthcare standards 
and raise public healthcare aware-
ness among the community up to in-
ternational standards.”  It has nothing 
about infectious disease in particular 
or disease outbreak, the MOH strat-
egy does not have an important part 
of the country’s concern on public 
health safety and national security. 
The MOH as the primary government 
player should have a comprehensive 
strategy on how the UAE should deal 
with infectious disease; it should lead 

and regulate and coordinate all relat-
ed type of activities.

Dubai Health Authority (DHA)
On the other hand, the DHA has 

a more clear strategy; compared to 
MOH, the DHA strategy states: “re-
duce the burden of communicable/
infectious diseases.” This strategy 
states the need “to manage the risk of 
new and emerging infectious diseas-
es and ensure that past achievements 
are protected and maintained.”  How-
ever, the strategy document does not 
have articles about standardization 

-

Globalization has reduced 
the barriers between coun-
tries, and in so doing has 
increased the possibility 
of transmitting infectious 
disease

in general should be designed to pre-
pare public health infrastructure, es-
tablish methods of communication 
locally and internationally, and assess 
the level of readiness among them. 23
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thorities or the need to cooperate be-
tween them.

Abu Dhabi Health Authority 
(HAAD) and Abu Dhabi Health 

Services Company (SEHA)
The HAAD strategy is structured 

into strategic context and gaps in 
each of its strategic objectives. It has 
two general articles related to infec-

reads, “HAAD drives programs to 
improve societal health and drive 
preventive health behavior and de-
volve and sets public health polices 
and best practice in public health.” 
The second one states that “HAAD is 
responsible for leading all Emirates-
wide emergency preparedness efforts 
on behalf of the health system and 
management of the 24/7 operations 
center.”  Those two articles set the 
baseline for general strategy on public 
health; however, they do not state any 
policy against infectious disease out-
break or the need to cooperate and 
unify efforts within the UAE. Similar to 
the DHA, HAAD strategy gaps result 
from lack of federal entity enforce-
ment to cover a broader vision which 
realize being part of the UAE and its 
national security.

UAE Armed Forces Medical 
Services (MSC)

The MSC is a military unit and has 
its own mission in supporting person-
nel during peace time and operations. 
It also has a responsibility towards 
supporting other governmental health 
organizations, including infectious 
disease surveillance and control ac-
tivities. The MSC has experienced a 
few infectious disease outbreak situa-
tions in the past, including SARS and 
H1N1. In both incidents, the MSC 
provided support to the governmental 
health authorities, including establish-

ing and running a medical isolation 
facility that can receive up to 100 pa-
tients at the same time. In all emer-
gency plans, the MSC took the sup-
portive role to other health authorities. 

To conclude this analysis, it is clear 
that all health authorities are work-
ing in isolation from each other. This 

the day-to-day management in deal-
ing with disease surveillance and re-
sponse. Moreover, the strategies of 
all government health authorities are 
more focused on treatment medicine 
and not preventive medicine, in which 
the UAE needs to be prepared. In re-
gards to contingency plans, the MOH 
is currently reviewing an updated plan 
that I had the chance to review while 
writing this research. This plan needs 
to be examined in drills to measure its 
effectiveness. Additionally, many of 
the UAE public health infrastructures 
are not capable of supporting the 
execution of the plan. Therefore, the 
MOH should focus its efforts to over-
come this obstacle.

By following the WHO guidelines 
-

tion, accurate diagnosis across all 
countries worldwide would be ac-
complished. The UAE governmental 
health authorities use international 
guidelines from either WHO or CDC, 

guidelines is questionable because of 
-

tion of all related policy and proce-
dures is one of the major supportive 
elements in controlling infectious dis-
ease in the UAE.

Results
It is necessary for UAE health policy 

makers to include clear statements 
and directions in the UAE health strat-
egy about how to deal with infectious 
disease before, during and after an 

outbreak. They should also empha-
size the level of involvement from 
each health partner in surveillance 
and response activities.

This type of strategy is designed 
to be created and maintained at the 
Federal level. It still allows for individu-
al healthcare providers to create their 
own procedures, provided they are in 
alignment with the national strategy. 
This would include suitable structures 
to provide the needed resources, in-
cluding manpower and infrastructure 
facilities.

By identifying our threats, challeng-
es, objectives, and the instruments to 
use, the UAE health authorities can 
draft a strategy tailored to society and 
the government system. Locally, there 
is an obvious need to have one fed-
eral authority to manage all national 
healthcare resources and efforts, and 
also lead the research and other type 
of activities in relation to infectious 
disease.

The proposed Centre of Infec-
tious Disease can be situated under 
the Minister of Health. The Center 24
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would be responsible for the follow-
ing tasks: (a) providing a well estab-
lished country-wide public health sys-
tem, (b) detecting and responding to 
infectious diseases across the UAE, 
(c) coordinate all the efforts related 
to surveillance and respond to infec-
tious disease, (d) advice and support 
healthcare providers in science and 
technology related to infectious dis-
ease, (e) standardize all activities re-
lated to infectious disease including 
epidemiological procedures, preven-
tion, control and treatment, (f) conduct 
training courses and other learning 
activities to educate the public health 
workforce in dealing with infectious 
diseases outbreak, (g) to esteem the 
health services under global perspec-
tives, (h) provide biological security 
outcomes by setting up all the guide-
lines in surveillance and management 
of infectious diseases. 

Conclusion
Globalization has reduced the bar-

riers between countries, and in so 

doing has increased the possibility of 
transmitting infectious disease and 
enhanced multilateral cooperation be-
tween states and international organi-
zations. The UAE depends on free 
trade and tourism to promote its eco-
nomic power and this dependence 
has produced a unique population 
dynamic in which the majority of the 
country’s population are expatriates. 
This combination between globaliza-
tion and domestic context of the UAE 
should urge health policy makers to 
consider infectious disease outbreaks 
as a threat to the UAE national secu-
rity. The threat of infectious disease 
outbreaks is one of the unexpected 
crises that could face the UAE soci-
ety, and eventually could cause a ma-
jor disaster. The nature of infectious 
disease, especially the evolving of 
new strains, requires more coopera-
tion between all health organizations. 
Regional and global cooperation is 
something vital to monitor the statues 
of new emerging diseases.

Local and federal health authorities 
in the UAE have coordinated their ef-

forts to deal with previous infectious 
disease outbreaks, yet each authority 
has its own strategy and procedures 
in dealing with infectious disease. A 
more formalized UAE public health in-
frastructure needs to be established 
and improved in order to increase 

-
trol procedures. It is necessary for 
the UAE to have one central Federal 
authority and to combine all efforts 
between different health authorities 
in improving and using available re-
sources, and increasing capacity to 
prevent and control infectious dis-
ease outbreak. With a clear Federal 
strategy based on identifying threats, 
opportunities, and choosing the right 
instruments to reach the desired ob-
jectives, The UAE can overcome the 
challenges of its unique society and 
any potential health threats caused by 
infectious diseases outbreaks.
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The Centre of Gravity, the constant 

by those current and future threats 
upon which the UAE and other global 
trading nations must base maritime 

strategy.
There appears to be no consensus 

Some concentrate on “the protec-
tion, preservation and augmentation 
of the national interest accruing from 
a country’s territorial waters”, while 
a recent NATO Parliamentary paper 

However, Feldt, Roell, and Thiele in 
their 2013 thesis, provide a useful 
description: “the combination of pre-
ventive and responsive measures to 
protect the maritime domain against 
threats and intentional unlawful acts,” 
for which there are three fundamental 
aspects to address:

RESEARCH

A Maritime Strategy for the UAE

UAE is politically 
and diplomatically 
key to GCC maritime 
aspirations 
The importance of developing and maintaining a cohesive maritime strategy 
increases in direct proportion to the wealth a nation attains through maritime 
trade and its perceived stature on the international stage. This study deter-
mines how far-reaching the UAE’s future maritime security strategy must be, 
especially in light of those multi-faceted challenges affecting, and affected by, 
the maritime sphere. Commencing with observations on the current Gulf mari-
time construct and those events that have shaped its development, this study 

in combating emerging issues. Finally, this study makes UAE-centric recom-
mendations to support discussion of this strategy.

-The preservation of the freedom of 
the seas, 

-Facilitating and defending com-
merce, 

-Maintaining good governance at 
sea. 

These three elements provide the 
basis for all strategic and regional 

By: 
Colonel Nasir Alyafei
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maritime stakeholders to conduct 
their business. Maritime security is 
merely one element of an overall 
maritime strategy for which in turn na-
val strategy, while key, is merely the 
military component. Possession of a 
navy therefore does not imply a co-
hesive maritime strategy, just as se-

protection.

Layered Protection
Maritime security can therefore 

be broken down into three distinct 
“layers”—a “security-in-depth” analo-
gous to any warfare theater, where 

protection of assets is covered from 
the immediate area out to “beyond 
horizon range.“ 

The inner or Protection Layer fo-
cuses on the national geophysical 
space, concentrating on the littoral, 
to include protection of the coastline, 
border and port security, integrity of 27
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offshore installations as well as pres-
ervation of the maritime environment.

The second or Involvement Layer 
focuses on ensuring that international 
lawful maritime activity is allowed to 
progress unimpeded insofar as it af-
fects a nation’s maritime security di-
rectly.

-
ers those wider elements of maritime 
security that form part of the political 
and diplomatic efforts to ensure free-
dom and safety of commerce, trade 
and lawful maritime activity.

UAE Littoral Focus
The UAE’s maritime presence has, 

since its formation, been wholly within 
the immediate littoral, maintaining an 
overt naval presence constantly within 
the southern Arabian Gulf and its en-
virons, with no strategic military tasks 
beyond local limits. The UAE has 
therefore, in concert with it’s expand-

the second and third layers of protec-

more rounded, coherent and globally 
appropriate maritime strategy.

The Strategic Maritime Envi-
ronment

Maritime strategy is not an autono-
mous concept that stands alone from 
any other element of domestic or for-
eign policy, but rather is a fundamen-
tal element of a greater whole.

Likewise, a navy is not the sole ar-
biter of maritime security ; however, 
it is the single most effective tool for 
protecting assets, and it possesses 

of emerging security issues. As Booth 
and Grove argue,  a navy should be 
capable of military constabulary and 
diplomatic functions:

 •
 • Maritime Security
• International Engagement

In order to fully appreciate the need 
for this more global approach, it is 
necessary to determine those current 
and likely threats that the UAE will 
face which may be countered unilat-
erally, as a member of a multinational 
coalition or, more likely, as part of an 
organization determining maritime 
strategy policy both within the Ara-
bian Gulf and elsewhere.

The UAE Dichotomy
The UAE has both an internal 

coastline with off-shore infrastruc-
ture inside the Strait of Hormuz and a 

-
line bordering the Arabian Sea. This 
is the basis of a dichotomous outlook 

that is sympathetic towards the US 
and various EU states in the fractious 
relationship with Iran; and, secondly, 
outside the Gulf as a global economic 
trading partner with responsibilities, 
assets and interests that extend well 
beyond territorial and economic limits.

National Endeavor
From its formation, the most press-

ing priority of the UAE has been pro-
tecting state sovereignty. The ap-

was therefore easy to visualize and 
achieve, and something that the UAE 
has conducted and expanded upon. 
The UAE Naval Forces were charged 
with border and coastline protection 
and the safety and security of all those 
elements deemed critical to national 28
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integrity.  Additionally, the majority of 
Naval Maritime Tasks (NMTs) have 
been centered within the Gulf, with 
only a small naval presence located 
in Fujairah on the eastern coast. The 
recent UAE naval expansion and at-
tendant future vision has at its heart 

well-supported ships that can not 
only integrate into a multi-national 
task group, but also have the capabil-
ity to assume a command role both 

as conducting MOOTW, suggesting 
support for Booth and Groves’ asser-
tions. 

Current capabilities remain more 
“brown water” than “blue water,” in-

remains intact with an improving and 
constantly evolving second and third 
layers. Key factors that limit current 
maritime capability are self-sustain-
ment and regional interoperability, 
especially with the GCC. Any desire 
to move away from a littoral-focused 
organization must have a cohesive 
long-range, far-reaching vision to 
support the UAE’s expanding global 

about counter-piracy, and neither is it 
just about coastal and infrastructure 
protection. It must be about strategic 
engagement, international assurance 
and forward presence as well as in-

-
ability.

Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)

played in Arabian Gulf affairs cannot 
be understated. However, the GCC is, 
like similar international organizations, 
severely limited in its critical effect and 

-
-

ing GCC Gulf policy: a permanent 

inter-state trust, capacity in the mari-
time domain and internecine territorial 
disputes.  The UAE has healthy rela-
tions economically and militarily with a 
number of European partners includ-
ing the UK and France,  as well as the 
US and other non-European states, 
which is at variance with the seem-
ing inability of the GCC as a collective 
body to do the same. Furthermore, 
strategic decision-making within the 29
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GCC remains at best embryonic, with 
matters of foreign policy, maritime 
security cooperation and closer eco-

very much to individual states.  The 
UAE, in common with all GCC states, 
has sought to improve its individual 
military and security structures inde-
pendently, and while it can be argued 
that NATO member countries gener-
ally also pursue independent weapon 
acquisition policies, there is at least 
a common doctrine, purpose and 
structure that the GCC lacks. The 
UAE must therefore take into account 
the requirements for regional cohe-
sion through the GCC, and where 
unity of purpose does not currently 
exist must drive towards a common 
goal, thus supporting the second lay-
er of security. Greater maritime coop-
eration between the UAE and Saudi 
Arabia, for example, would support 
the notion of collective defense, and 
provide for a more rounded organiza-
tion with a combined maritime strat-

Command structure. Any GCC man-
dated maritime strategy would there-
fore concentrate on the second and 
third layers of protection.

The Iranian Question
Iranian national and international 

policies are well known, ranging from 
unwarranted territorial claims, opposi-
tion to the State of Israel, support for 
the Syrian and North Korean regimes, 
threats to close the Strait of Hormuz, 

by the IRGCN (Iranian Revolutionary 
Guard Corps Navy). Of immediate 
concern to the UAE is the ongoing 
dispute over the islands of Abu Musa 
and Greater and Lesser Tunbs, which 
has been an ongoing source of nation-
al irritation, and one that Iran refuses 
to resolve by international arbitration.  
The maritime impact to the UAE is 
obvious, as is the potential for Iran to 
manipulate and control access to the 
Strait of Hormuz.  Ironically, despite 
the territorial impasse, sanctions, and 
Iran’s status as an international pa-
riah, 450,000 Iranians currently live 
and work in the UAE with whom she 
remains a major trading partner.  Most 
recently, the IRIN (Islamic Republic of 
Iran Navy) has conducted a number 
of OOA operations, visiting interna-
tional allies, especially China, Syria 
and Sudan as well as permissive vis-
its by Russian naval vessels to Bandar 
Abbas. With continued international 
sanctions, these deployments have 

Iran is reaching out to its allies politi-
cally and tangibly, underlining her de-
sire for international recognition. Thus 
her maritime footprint now extends far 

Gulf, a factor that must be at the fore-
front of a developing UAE maritime 
strategy.

It is undisputed that the United 

States is the only nation capable of 
providing a maritime security umbrella 
that guarantees peaceful operations 
and monitors Iranian, Chinese, and 
Indian expansion. The current US-led 
Gulf maritime security arrangement 
has evolved to provide stability and 
collective defense against conven-
tional and asymmetric threats in a 
permissive, coalition-based environ-
ment and has been the central focus 
of US overseas maritime affairs for 

The UAE’s maritime pres-
ence has, since its forma-
tion, been wholly within the 
immediate littoral

The most pressing priority 
of the UAE has been protect-
ing state sovereignty

The UAE has healthy rela-
tions economically and 
militarily with a number of 
European partners including 
the UK and France
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Greater maritime coopera-
tion between the UAE and 
Saudi Arabia, for example, 
would support the notion of 
collective defense

The UAE must look towards 
developing and supporting 
its own maritime security 
model

some years. Given these conditions 
of drawdown and relative stability, the 
UAE must look towards the security 
layers in developing and supporting 
its own maritime security model. The 
UAE has long aspired to full immersion 
into the coalition environment, but 
without the necessary force structure, 
operational capabilities, resources or 
sustainability, it has yet to be fully real-
ized. As the balance of Gulf maritime 
security downscales from US involve-

ment and becomes more of a GCC 
responsibility, these shortcomings will 
need to be re-evaluated if future mari-
time security cooperation is to have 
any meaningful impact.

China and India
India and China are two further stra-

tegic elements that affect the safety 
and security of trade to and from the 
Gulf. India’s maritime doctrine is “to 
respond to a range of external threats 

and safeguard India’s economic, po-
litical and security interests” using its 
Navy as its key enabler for its strategic 
tasks,  almost all of which impact on 
the UAE.

 As China expands its already vast 
economic interests, its resource-led 
growth has in turn fuelled a corre-
sponding increase in military-maritime 
capability and blue-water presence. 
This capability surge has focused US 
attention and has undoubtedly be-
come the US Navy’s Far East center 
of gravity. Adam MacDonald also 
points out that China is at the begin-
ning of a shift in focus from inward, 
land-centrism to a more outward 
maritime policy driven by two factors: 
competition for resources and gener-
ation of economic prosperity through 
seaborne international trade.  The im-
portance of this trade link to the UAE 
should therefore be obvious.
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Discussion
Non-State Actor Threats
The new Khalifa Container Port in 

Abu Dhabi is a considerable key in-
frastructure asset to the UAE.  If there 
were a terrorist attack, a ship hijack-
ing, or an attack on the port’s infra-
structure—the effect would be dis-
astrous. The UAE’s maritime strategy 

deliver operational effects in the event 
of hostile actions, and should be ro-
bust, far-reaching and rapid enough 
to deter those elements that are less 
predictable.

Critical Vulnerabilities

areas of vulnerability that immediately 
impact the maritime domain are well 

UAE oil infrastructure lies offshore, 
while all UAE water production relies 
on desalination plants on the coast-
line. All but one of the UAE’s major 
cities lies on the coast, with reclama-
tion developments such as The World 
extending a considerable distance 
offshore.

Other Geo-Political and Economic 
Issues

In order to fully appreciate the im-
pact of piracy and other disruptions 
to freedom of shipping on the UAE 
littoral, it is necessary to zoom out 
and look at the region as a whole. The 
Strait of Hormuz represents, for many, 
the single point of failure and there-
fore is the most strategically impor-
tant, making the UAE the geographic 
de facto guardian of this international 
gateway. Threats by other non-state 
actors have been subdued by inter-
national effort, whilst Coalition Forces 

regional presence and cooperation, 

provided an otherwise unachievable 
level of regional security.

The UAE is geographically pivotal 
to the security of the southern Ara-
bian Gulf and the Strait of Hormuz. 
It is also politically and diplomatically 
key to GCC maritime aspirations 

prosperity. Regional objectives have 
determined the over-riding need for 
awareness through information shar-
ing, political and doctrinal cohesion, 
and inter-operability and compatibility 
between organizations both military 
and civilian.

Conclusion
-

ential and globally important energy 
hub, and also has become geo-po-
litically, a relatively stable region. Ten-

land-based religio-political demon-
strations, and due to a combination of 
factors that include US security, sta-
bility within the GCC as well as Iranian 
quiescence, the maritime domain has 
achieved a notable, if fragile, status 
quo.

With the expected dilution of the 
American presence and the regional 
desire for self-determination, organi-
zations such as the GCC must be-
come more cohesive in their approach 
to maritime security, and is something 
that the UAE should be driving for-
ward. Iranian territorial issues as well 

and recent courting of China, Russia 
and other aligned states also raise 
concerns that the UAE should be able 
to deal with effectively. Support to co-
alition operations both within the Gulf 
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and in the Indian Ocean should form 
the basis of a wider maritime security 
policy that draws in support to and 
from nations such as India, not only in 

also to curb the effects of illegal and 
unlawful activity beyond the immedi-
ate littoral.

The UAE has risen to a position 
of global prominence and is a com-
mitted supporter of democratic free 
trade, another fact that should impel 
the UAE to develop a maritime strat-
egy that expands its horizons beyond 
the immediate littoral. While not seek-
ing to project military power, the ability 

-
port along the SLOCS is fundamental 
to ensuring both domestic prosperity 
and wider regional and global secu-
rity, although much remains to be 
achieved in terms of policy and doc-

trine development as well as tactical 
-

port the ambitions and visions of the 
future.

Therefore, in order to ensure that 
UAE interests throughout the region 
are best supported, as well as the 
need for a cohesive infrastructure pro-
tection policy, a coordinated, forward 
thinking, dual-focus maritime strategy 
based on the three-layered protection 

What is certain is that it is now appro-
priate for a UAE maritime policy that 
looks towards a consolidated and co-
ordinated approach to the protection 
of trade both in and out of the region.

The UAE is geographically 
pivotal to the security of the 
southern Arabian Gulf and 
the Strait of Hormuz

The Arabian Gulf is the most 

important energy hub

The UAE has risen to a posi-
tion of global prominence 
and is a committed support-
er of democratic free trade
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Towards a Sustainable   
gram in the UAE

By:
Ahmed Ateeq Al Mazrouei

-

-

-
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  Nuclear Energy Pro-

 
-
-

-

-

Development of Civilian Nu-
clear Energy

The UAE’s Energy Outlook

-
-
-

early 2006 and 2007 reached a con-

-

security, political, economi-
cal and social dimensions of 
the nuclear energy pro-
gram are the key pillars to 
achieve long term sustain-
ability

A peaceful nuclear energy 
program is a major under-
taking that requires careful 
planning, preparation and 
investment
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-
-

-
mestically.

-

-

-
-

Challenges Facing the Nu-
clear Industry

-

-
-
-

-

-
mental harm and contamination.  

The Safety Dilemma. The security 

-

-

-

-

-
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national interests 
Economical -

-

-
-

-

-

that must be considered into the eco-

-
-

-

-

Proliferation Concern. Another 

-
-

-

-
-

nuclear community and can create 
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-
eration for decades.

The UAE
Security Dimension 

-

-
-
-

-

fear of nuclear accidents and radioac-

-

-

-

-

-

South Korea based on the System 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

contribute to the sustainability of the 
-

-
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in the nuclear industry, an information 

use of all nuclear related information 
in the UAE should be established. 

-
-

-

-

-
ernance structure for all stakeholders 

-
-
-

-

The Political Dimension
-

mitment to the international nuclear 

-

-
dates for the UAE to demonstrate its 

-

-

-
cure enriched Uranium fuel from the 

-

-
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
-

-
-

-

-
-

ly recommended to fully staff a na-

Economic Dimension

electricity in the country, the nuclear 
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-
viding the vital energy to power the 
growth of industries and businesses.

to note that the overall construction 
schedule is on track to operate unit 

managed to reduce risks associated 
with schedule delays that can cause 
huge project cost escalations and 
overruns unlike many other nuclear 
construction projects around the 

ensure that the nuclear power contin-
ues to be a commercially competitive 
alternative that could make a major 
and timely base-load contribution to 

security.

to provide new job opportunities for 

has created many new job opportuni-
-
-

and train the most talented science 

them a career in the emerging nu-

also working diligently to facilitate the 
development of a robust local supply 
chain infrastructure for the nuclear 
industry. The aim is to ensure local 

body should be established to over-

This new governance structure would 
improve alignments and coordina-
tion among all the energy entities as 
well as provide strategic views for the 

-

clear program has also the potential 

Dhabi 2030 plan related to the devel-
opment of the western region. 

Social Dimension

of the most important pillars to ensure 
successful and long-term sustainabil-

dimension represents two of the most 

acceptance and for the nuclear pro-
-

clear human resources
Current Progress. The develop-

ment of a nuclear program is ground-
ed in the acceptance of its citizens. 

an informed and supportive popu-

nuclear energy requires a comprehen-
sive approach to provide information 40
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and materials that can best inform all 
levels of the society and respond to 
their questions and concerns. The 
strategic objective is to build up trust 

energy program as well as the people 
and organizations running it.

Both the owner and regulator of the 

in a continuous open dialogue with 
-

an overview of how nuclear energy 
works and provide insights and an-
swer questions about a wide range of 
topics.

The second objective of the social 
dimension is the capacity building of 

nuclear industry. Since no economy 

development of national human re-
sources is a vital objective and con-

stitutes a key foundation of the criti-
cal infrastructure necessary to sustain 

has developed a strategic plan that 
includes academic nuclear programs 

-
-

tionals capable to lead and operate 
the program in all its different mile-
stones.

to develop a safe nuclear energy pro-
gram should be associated with the 
development of a robust and quality 

-

recommended that a proper media 
plan be established in order to deal 

be set up to receive students from 
elementary schools up to universities 
and business delegations as well as 
international organizations.

Conclusion  

-
ar energy program into a key instru-
ment of national power to support the 

energy program that takes into con-

economical and social dimensions 

continual improvement of safety prac-
tices and security in according to best 

-
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Compulsory 
Military 
Service: Some 
Lessons from 
History

By: 
Nathan W. Toronto Ph.D.

 There is a long tradition of 
scholarship on compulsory military 
service; how a country generates mili-
tary manpower cuts to core questions 
in society. At the same time, military 
service is different for every country, 
so what works in one place may fail 
in another. If history has shown one 
thing, however, it is that the details of 
compulsory military service determine 
its success. Scholarship on compul-

-
sons for building a successful UAE 
national service program.

On January 19, 2014, the govern-
ment of the UAE announced a na-
tional military service law. This law 
would require all Emirati males be-
tween the ages of 18 and 30 to serve 
in the military for 9 or 24 months, de-
pending on educational background. 

to implement this law, it is worthwhile 
to ask, “What lessons does history 
teach about compulsory military ser-
vice?”

Lesson One: Compulsory 
Military Service Is a Form of 

Taxation.
 Compulsory military service 
does not require citizens to make a 
direct monetary payment to the gov-
ernment, but it does require a direct 
payment in time and an indirect pay-
ment in wages given up by serving in 
the military instead of taking a better-
paying job elsewhere. Depending on 
security conditions, there could also 
be a very real threat to life and limb, 
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as well.
-

monetary and non-monetary costs 

-

-
-

increase social cohesion and national 

-

-

a whole. This is especially important 

Lesson Two: Exceptions Are 

-

without a secondary education is an 

-

-
-

meet the military’s physical standards, 

-

enter the military; most militaries can-

to-thirty year old males entering the 

 History suggests strongly 
that exceptions like this matter a great 

in the late nineteenth century, the 
-

When the US introduced conscrip-

place, which led to a disproportionate 

which has peacetime compulsory 

this exception has led to heated politi-

choose to reduce exceptions as 
-

-

instance, in Israel there is an option 

STUDIES
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Lesson Three: International 
Perceptions Matter.

 Despite the societal and de-
-

-

-

-

-

-
-

-

-
-

sistent and widespread; the Swiss 

an enemy to take and hold Swiss ter-
ritory. Switzerland is not necessarily a 

-
pulsory military recruitment scheme.

Lesson Four: The Conditions 
of Service Set the Tone.

-

-

poorly, with harsh hazing practices 

the surrounding community. In nine-

-
ing the program as a worthwhile, pos-

speaking, nine months is just enough 
-

-

Thinking Ahead to National 
Service

 In an age when most coun-
tries are doing away with conscription, 

spirit that it is enacting a national mili-

Most militaries cannot 
handle all of a country’s 
eighteen-to-thirty year old 
males entering the military 
at once

It is a tribute to the UAE’s 
innovative spirit that it is 
enacting a national military 
service law

It is prudent to give neigh-

peaceful intentions of any 
compulsory military recruit-
ment scheme
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-

-

thanks Drs. Daniel Baltrusaitis, Sam-

article.
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Since its foundation, the United Arab Emirates has successfully managed 
to maintain its national security through an approach of diplomatic wis-
dom and balanced security when dealing with regional security issues 

growing threats that are emerging from the recent swift of violence spread-
ing across the Middle East and North Africa Region, in the forefront are the 
threat of terrorism and sectarian violence. 
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 Since its foundation, the 
United Arab Emirates has success-
fully managed to maintain its national 
security through an approach of dip-
lomatic wisdom and balanced securi-
ty when dealing with regional security 

security, yet it cannot be isolated from 
the growing threats that are emerg-
ing from the recent swift of violence 
spreading across the Middle East and 
North Africa Region, in the forefront 
are the threat of terrorism and sectar-

ian violence. 
 In a strategic context, what 

approach can the UAE adopt to miti-
gate such risks emerging from the se-
curity instability in the region? 

 Since its operational defeat 
in Afghanistan, Al-Qaida was able to 
strategically and ideologically survive 
and expand.  Its structure became 
more decentralized and was able to 
create subsidiaries and networks in 
Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Yemen and North 
Africa.  The deteriorating security situ-

ation in countries like Yemen and Iraq 
allowed AQ to establish safe heavens 
and gain freedom of movement.  

Following the indiscriminate vio-
lence against civilians sponsored by 
AQ groups in Iraq, the reputation of 
such extremist groups declined rapid-
ly in the Arab and Muslim World, and 
AQ suffered badly in gaining more re-
cruitment from the Muslim and Arab 
societies. 

The Arab Spring initiated a primary 
– perhaps immature – sign of opti-
mism that Al-Qaeda ideas are dimin-
ishing.  In Egypt, Ayman al-Zawahiri 
had long encouraged the overthrow 
of the Mubarak government. “The 
young men and women who had 

Hopkins University Professor Fouad 
Ajami, “wanted nothing of that deadly 
standoff between the ruler’s tyranny 
and the jihadists’ reign of piety and 
terror.” This was especially true of Za-
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wahiri, he argued. “No one was pay-
ing heed to Zawahiri’s odyssey; his 
sojourn in faraway Hindu Kush was of 
no interest to this revolution.”

But a growing body of research 

conducted by scholars such as David 
Laitin and Jim Fearon, both at Stan-
ford University, has found that “weak 
and ineffective governments are criti-
cal to the rise of insurgencies – and, 

ultimately, fertile ground for terrorist 
groups.  Weak states do not possess 

-
tional structures to ensure the prop-
er functioning of government.  Their 50
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security forces often lack legitimacy 
and are unable to establish basic law 
and order”.  This should give pause 
to optimists.  The unfortunate truth, at 
least for the moment, is that the Arab 
Spring has weakened a handful of re-
gimes across the Arab world.  In the 
end, the Arab Spring has created a 

-
en governments in the region, it may 
serve as a boon for some religious 
terrorist groups.  Al Qaeda’s leaders 
certainly hope so, and this is certainly 
true when it comes to the current situ-
ation in Yemen. 

-
resented a fertile ground for extremist 
religious groups, a progress that has 
a strategic advantage for Al-Qaeda 
and an opportunity to further market 
its false religious appeal and has re-
stricted the possibility of a peaceful 

2012, AQ Emir Ayman Zawahiri called 
upon “every Muslims and every hon-
ourable and free person in Turkey, 
Iraq, Jordan and Lebanon to go to 
aid his brothers in Syria.”  This state-
ment came just days after a U.S of-

had a hand in the two bomb attacks 
against Syrian intelligence facilities in 
Damascus”, and Iraqi Deputy Interior 
Minister Adnan Al-Assadi said that 

and weapons into neighboring Syria”.
In the recent past, the AQ’s sub-

sidiaries and agenda has had limited 
plead in Syria and the recent unrest 
in the Arab region has further under-
scored the impoverishment of ex-
tremist ideology in the Arab societies.  
Though, given Syria’s strategic geo-
location and geopolitical position, 

the collapse of the Syrian State could 
leave a vacuum and create a wider 

as Al-Qaida more freedom of move-
ment and will be able to solidify their 
presence in Syria.  

 The presence of AQ elements and 
Sunni jihadists in Syria has led to the 
rise of the Shi’ite sectarian jihadism 
which is an extension of unprec-
edented pan-Shi’ite phenomena that 

foreign Shi’ite jihadists into Syria to 
-

Shi’ite theological-political vision and 
to avenge Imam Husayn’s legacy.  

-
ence, ultimately allowing AQ to estab- 51
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Weak states do not possess 

-

-

-

lish more sanctuaries and more public 
support and deepened the Sunni-
Shi’ite schism and increase the risk of 
more failing states.  This violent strug-
gle, if not contained, will most likely 
spillover to the rest of the countries 
in the Middle East including the GCC 

violence; ultimately, will contribute to 
the proliferation of the religious radi-
calism phenomenon, thus, increase 
the instability of the region.  

Given the UAE’s diverse population, 
its geopolitical proximity, and its con-
nectivity and engagements with such 
countries in the region, it is safe to 
argue that its national security will be 
challenged by such growing threats of 
regional terrorism and sectarian strug-
gle.  A recent attempt of kidnapping 
of the UAE’s Ambassador to Yemen 
sponsored by Al-Qaida in the Arabi-
an Peninsula (AQAP), and the earlier 
rocket attack on the UAE Embassy in 
Libya prove that the threat of terrorism 
possesses a serious risk to the UAE 
interests and if it continues to grow its 
operational capabilities in states such 
as Yemen, Syria and Libya, most likely 

will have direct threat to the internal 
security of the UAE. 

As this situation represent a threat 
to the UAE’s interests, it also repre-
sents an important opportunity for 
the UAE to project to the international 
community its determination and ca-
pacity to contribute positively to the 
international efforts in bringing peace-

the region, in addition, demonstrate 
to the terrorists groups that the UAE 
have very capable tools and strong 
cohesion in facing the threat of terror-
ism. 

It is vital that the UAE continue its 
multiple efforts in supporting the mul-
tilateral and diplomatic efforts in bring 
peaceful solutions to the regional con-

-
tional interest to continue pursuing its 
unilateral and bilateral efforts in sup-
porting its brother states such as Ye-

men, Egypt and Libya in building up 
-

rorism. 
Theses unilateral and bilateral ef-

forts should be augmented by em-
ploying more military, information, dip-
lomatic and economic tools internally 
and externally.  

Internally, the greatest tool to 
protect against terrorism and its ideol-
ogy is for the UAE to mobilize its infor-
mation and education tools to spread 
moderate religious ideas and toler-
ance.  These tools should be focused 
towards targeting young generations 
at every level of educational institu-
tions; doing so will help in building 
mental self defense mechanisms that 
terrorism will have a greater challenge 
to defeat.  It will create great resilience 
against terrorism and provide an op-
posing psychological force within the 
society against any invading extrem-52
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ist ideology that can feed the roots of 
terrorism.  These efforts can be best 
implemented through empowering 
the moderate religious institutions and 
moderate religious scholars. 

Similarly, the education tool applies 
to strengthening the security of the 
UAE’s population, key infrastructures, 
and economies against potential ter-
rorist or cyber attacks, where this can 
be done through developing national 
awareness and resilience programs 
and the establishment of educational 
institutions that can develop good se-
curity practices and standards that 

Externally and complementing the 
current UAE’s diplomatic efforts, eco-
nomic and military aid should be fo-
cused to rapidly buildup the security 
capacities of brother states; Yemen, 

through providing specialized military 

equipments and advanced coun-
ter terrorism training programs and 
building military alliances.  Through 
enhancing the counterterrorism ca-
pacity of their Security Forces, these 
states should be able to project more 

networks and sanctuaries, ultimately, 
can improve their security environ-
ment and reduce the proliferation of 
terrorism. 

In conclusion, by owning essential 
tools and resources, and in dealing 
with the volatile regional security en-
vironment leading to the proliferation 
of terrorism and sectarian violence, 
the UAE can implement an effective 
strategic framework that best employ 
its tools of power in assisting regional 
states facing increasing terrorists 
threats and in building its internal re-
silience against terrorism, ultimately, 
protect its national interests.  
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UAE Water Security: Building 
a Strategy for a Sustainable 
Future 

By:
Saud Abdulaziz Alshamsi
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The UAE’s arid climate, 
rainfall shortages, and 
scarcity of renewable water 

water security hurdles for 
the country

Water consumption per 
capita in the UAE is one of 
the highest in the world at 
over 350 liters a day

Desalination is the most 
developed and relied-upon 
technological capability to 
address water concerns in 
the UAE today
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Wastewater treatment as an 
effective response to water 
security challenges

The water tariffs served as a 
wake-up call for those that 
took water availability for 
granted
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A Tale of Two Reactors: 
The Security Spiral and 
Nuclear Power
in the Middle East

By: 
Daniel Baltrusaitis, Ph.D.

The security spiral is a structural notion of state insecurity 
in the international system.  An increase in state security, 
regardless of intention, causes rising insecurity for oth-
ers as the measures are seen as potentially threatening.   
The most notable example of this spiral is the approach 
to World War I where European states engaged in an 
arms race culminating in the rapid mobilization of military 
forces in response to the assassination of Archduke Fer-
dinand.  Military leaders argued in favor of declaring war 
and launching an offensive, believing they could cripple 
their opponents, and fearing that if they waited, they in 
turn would be defeated.  We are currently experiencing a 
similar dilemma in the Middle East.  Iran’s leadership sees 
Tehran’s development of a nuclear capability as essential 
for security and stability, but this action is seen as very 
threatening by the other Gulf States. 
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 The good news is that states are 
not doomed to competition by the 
security dilemma, but may choose 
to overcome this structural tendency 
for insecurity.  This essay is a story of 
two nuclear programs; one instituted 
by the Islamic Republic of Iran that 
exacerbates the security dilemma, 
and the other by the United Arab 
Emirates that advocates international 
cooperation with the aim of defus-
ing the dilemma. Monitoring regimes, 
through regional or international or-
ganizations, help to support coop-
erative solutions because they make 
it easier for countries to accept that 
their competitors are following inter-
national agreements. Understanding 
the security dilemma can also help 
to mitigate cooperation problems 
because statesmen will realize how 
their actions affect their neighbors’ 
perception of security.  

Iran’s Pursuit of Nuclear 
Power

Iran’s efforts to develop nuclear en-
ergy go back to 1957 as part of an 
internationally recognized effort led 
by the United States called “Atoms 
for Peace.”  The goal of this program 
was to encourage the peaceful use 
of nuclear energy while at the same 
time controlling the proliferation of 
nuclear weapons materials and tech-
nology.  In effect, this effort provided 
the ideological foundation for the 
creation of the international monitor-
ing regimes, the International Atomic 
Energy Agency and the Treaty on the 
Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons, 
aimed at allaying the security fears of 
the international community.
In March 1957, after two years of ne-
gotiations, the U.S. and Iran signed 
the Agreement for Cooperation Con-
cerning Civil Uses of Atoms.  Two 
years after the agreement was made 

public, Shah Mohammed Reza Pahl-
avi ordered the creation of the Tehran 
Nuclear Research Center (TNRC) as 
an institute at Tehran University, and 
negotiated with the United States to 

the next decade, the United States 
provided nuclear fuel, equipment, 
and technical support that Iran used 
to create an indigenous nuclear pro-
gram.  In 1967, the U.S. supplied 
the TNRC with a small 5 megawatt 
research reactor, fueled by highly en-
riched uranium (HEU). During this pe-
riod, the cooperation was intended to 
assist Iran in developing nuclear en-
ergy while steering Tehran away from 
indigenous fuel-cycle research.
Iran’s steps to demonstrate that it was 
not pursuing nuclear weapons capa-
bility allowed it to pursue all the ele-
ments of nuclear energy production.  
In 1968, Tehran signed the nuclear 
Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT) on the 
day it opened for signature, and also 
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submitted a draft resolution to the 
U.N. General Assembly in 1974 call-
ing for a nuclear-weapons-free zone 

-
dence in the oversight of the program, 
and Iran’s peaceful intentions, the 
U.S. supported enrichment within the 
country.  In 1975, U.S. National Secu-
rity Advisor Henry Kissinger released 
National Security Decision Memo-
randum 292, which authorized “U.S. 
material to be fabricated into fuel in 
Iran for its own reactors and for pass-
through to third countries with whom 
we have Agreements.”  Additionally, 
NSDM 292 authorized discussion of 
a multinational reprocessing plant in 
Iran.  Clearly the U.S. leadership was 
comfortable with Iranian stewardship 
of nuclear materials even though sev-
eral U.S. intelligence reports voiced 
concern that Iran might be pursuing 
a nuclear weapons program.  A 1974 
Special National Intelligence Esti-
mate, Prospects for Further Prolifera-

tion of Nuclear Weapons, and a 1975 
U.S. Department of State memoran-
dum referred to the “uncertainty over” 
Iran’s “long-term objectives despite its 
NPT status.”  
The Islamic Revolution and seizure of 
U.S. hostages precipitated the end of 
western support to the Iranian nuclear 
program.  The U.S. not only stopped 
cooperation with Iran, but also pres-
sured other governments to stop co-
operating with Iran’s nuclear power 
development.  Both France, which 
signed a 1973 deal to build two re-
actors, and Germany, who began 
building a pair of reactors at Bushehr 
in 1975, cancelled their projects due 
to U.S. concerns.  Additionally, the 
U.S. blocked nuclear deals between 

Iran and Argentina, China, and Rus-
sia.  According to Mohammad Javad 
Zarif, the former Iranian ambassador 
to the United Nations, Washington’s 
active interference with Iran’s nuclear 
energy program left Tehran with little 
choice but to “refrain from disclosing 
the details of its programs.”  
Since the Iranian Revolution, Tehran 
has continued the development of 
enrichment capability to fuel its Bush-
ehr reactor and ostensibly for nuclear 
weapon development.  International 
suspicion of Iranian intentions was 

National Council of Resistance of 
Iran revealed the existence of unde-
clared nuclear facilities in Natanz, a 
heavy water production plant under 
construction at Arak, and the names 
of various individuals and front com-
panies involved with the nuclear pro-
gram.  The IAEA conducted numer-
ous inspections of Iranian facilities 
between September and October 

UAE has made it a top prior-
ity to assure the internation-
al community of the peace-
ful intentions of its nuclear 
program
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of its current evaluation of a peace-
ful nuclear energy program as well 
as the potential future deployment of 
actual nuclear power generation fa-
cilities.”  To gain international accept-
ance, Abu Dhabi’s nuclear strategy 
states that, “a commitment to com-
plete operational transparency is es-
sential to gain domestic support and 
assure the international community, 
potential bilateral partners and inter-
national nuclear supervisory bodies of 
the peaceful intentions of any nuclear 
program undertaken by the UAE.”  
These policies are enshrined in a 
number of mechanisms, including 
the UAE Federal Nuclear Law signed 
in October 2009.  The UAE Nuclear 
Law takes into account all obligations 
and commitments that stem from 
international instruments and obliga-
tions.  The UAE views the applica-
tion of a comprehensive safeguards 
agreement, bolstered by the IAEA 
Additional Protocol, as an important 
component of its model for the adop-
tion of peaceful nuclear energy.  The 
purpose of the Additional Protocol is 
to enable the IAEA to provide assur-
ance about both declared and possi-
ble undeclared nuclear development 

UAE and Peaceful Nuclear 
Power

The UAE’s pursuit of nuclear energy 
has been much shorter, but presum-
ably had the same motivation as 

energy exporter, its energy needs 
are projected to outstrip local natural 
gas production.  The UAE estimates 
that peak demand for electricity will 
double to 40,000 megawatts by 
2020. According to Jean-Francois 
Seznec, a visiting associate profes-
sor at Georgetown University, “Abu 
Dhabi needs nuclear energy because 
it is short of natural gas, which they 
have to import to fuel their industry 
plans.  It makes sense to keep their 
oil for exports, their gas for their pet-
rochemical projects and use nuclear 
energy for electricity generation.”
Recognizing the international pres-
sure against the proliferation of nu-
clear weapons technology, the UAE 
government made its peaceful objec-
tives unambiguous.  According to a 
government policy document, “the 
Government of the UAE desires to 
make clear its peaceful and unam-
biguous objectives in respect both 

of 2003 and conducted interviews 

scope of the nuclear program. While 
the IAEA has never found concrete 
evidence linking Iran’s nuclear pro-
gram to weapons development, their 
concealment of their enrichment ac-
tivities has led to concerns about the 
intent of the program. IAEA inspec-
tors concluded that Iran had failed to 
meet obligations under its Safeguards 
Agreement signed in 1974. Failures 
included withholding construction 
and design details of new facilities, 
and not reporting processed and im-
ported uranium.
The discovery of a covert enrichment 
program has increased the percep-
tion that Iran is actually supporting 
a weapons development program.  
Although Ambassador Zarif’s argu-
ments are plausible that Iran needed 
to hide its nuclear energy program 
due to derailment by the U.S., the fact 
that the program was not under the 
supervision of the IAEA has caused 
regional and international rivals to 
question Iranian motives and call for 
regional nuclear weaponization if Iran 
does not open up to international in-
spection.
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activities. Under the Protocol, the 
IAEA is granted expanded rights of 
access to information and sites. Ad-
ditionally, the UAE has accepted addi-
tional oversight to demonstrate to the 
non-proliferation community that it is 
meeting the standards of its nuclear 
policy.  The UAE signed an agreement 
with the U.S. in 2009 that has become 
the non-proliferation gold standard.  
In the U.S.-UAE 123 agreement, the 
UAE voluntarily renounced pursuing 
enrichment and reprocessing tech-
nologies and capabilities.  Finally, the 
UAE has submitted to independent 
external inspection in the form of the 
International Advisory Board (IAB).  
The IAB is an independent oversight 
board led by Dr. Hans Blix, the former 
Director General of the International 
Atomic Energy Agency (from 1982-
1997).  The IAB is charged with con-
ducting semi-annual reviews of the 
UAE’s entire nuclear energy program 
reporting to the UAE government and 
the IAEA, on areas of nuclear safety, 
security and non-proliferation, as well 
as regulation, quality assurance, op-
erations, human resource develop-
ment and waste management associ-
ated with the construction, operation 

and decommissioning of civil nuclear 
power plants.  The UAE has been 
active in supporting the international 
monitoring and control of nuclear 
material.  In August 2008, the UAE 
pledged U.S. $10 million to support 
an IAEA-administered international 
uranium fuel-bank initiative. The IAEA 
fuel-bank is designed to provide as-
surances against supply disruptions, 
while strengthening the nuclear non-
proliferation regime.  Finally, the UAE 
is also a member of the International 
Framework for Nuclear Energy Coop-
eration (IFNEC) as well as the Global 
Initiative to Combat Nuclear Terror-
ism.

Security Spiral Tamed?

The UAE, under the 2009 Federal 
Nuclear Law and its numerous inter-
national agreements, has given trans-
parency a priority in its nuclear pro-
gram over sovereign rights.  Learning 
the lessons of the Iranian effort, the 
UAE has made it a top priority to as-
sure the international community of 
the peaceful intentions of its nuclear 
program.  In contrast, Tehran’s cam-
paign of deception has hurt itself 
more than anyone else. While there 

-
ing to assemble a nuclear weapon, 
its assertion of sovereign rights over 
all aspects of the nuclear program is 
actually blocking its ability to provide 
cheap power for its citizens, while at 
the same time causing the potential 
for a military response from regional 
powers. 
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Governance in 
the Digital Age

By: 
Ali Abdulla Al Ahmed 

more. You truly become a citizen of 
the world connected with more than 
2 billion humans on planet earth. The 

an explosion in the number of people 
connected to the internet increased 
from 350 million to 2 billion. Also, 
more than 50 percent of the world’s 
population has access to some com-

-
ers). 

of society. Growing affordability of 
smart mobile phones will further ex-
pand the reach of the internet. The 

-
come greater, especially speed of ac-

of humans as they become an integrated part of life. Things like electricity 
-

humans, yet the uniqueness comes 
from the possibility that it can be pro-

-
able on the internet? “Today, there is 
enough information in the world to 

as much of it as historians think was 
stored in Alexandria’s entire collection 
- an estimated 1,200 Exabyte worth. 
If all this information were placed on 
CDs and they were stacked up, it 

would all reach to the moon”.

physical presence is not a factor any-

The internet is one of these 

tool of digital communication tech-
nology but it took us by surprise re-
alizing the number of people it can 
reach, how fast it can reach and what 

-

-

The internet has created a situation 

can entirely control. 
If we think of the internet as 

an ocean, then digital content will be 
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cessing digital data. In fact, the speed 
of the processor chips in mobile 
phones doubled every 18 months. If 
we compare speed increase of digital 

from Abu Dhabi to Washington will 
be reduced from 12 hours today to 3 
hours after 3 years. 
There is no doubt today that data 
collection has become inevitable. 
People are willingly providing per-
sonal data on daily basis to many 
commercial companies. Some peo-
ple also provide data to governmen-
tal entities. In addition to the data 
provided by people, there is great 
amount of data passively collected 

by same or different entities. A smart 
phone user will most likely have their 
GPS enabled while changing loca-
tions. Thus, data is provided without 
a deliberate act by the user sending 
information about his location. Be-
cause people are so attached to their 
handset devices, data is constantly 
collected by internet service provid-
ers, telecom companies, and social 
media players as well as governmen-
tal entities. Once data is collected it 
gets stored and then moved to pow-
erful computer servers for processing 
and analysis. 
Sensors are used to be able to col-
lect data passively without permis-

sion from mobile data owners. While 
driving, mobile phone towers identify 
the user’s location in order to hando-
ver mobile signal and ensure conti-
nuity. Retailers can follow shoppers 
through store cameras with the ability 
to detect gender. Regulating data col-
lection is very challenging for various 
reasons. Facial recognition technol-
ogy is already available and can be 
linked to a shopper’s social media 

Using huge storage data capacity 
has enabled commercial companies 
to create a personal preference map 
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for individuals based on the collected 
data. This map has a value by itself 
which can be exchanged between 
companies in different territories. For 
example, if your data reveals that 
you are a frequent perfume buyer, 
then a perfume store in UAE can sell 
such data to another perfume store 
in a different country. As a result, 
personal information would not be 
anonymous. Even if companies have 
partial personal information, it is be-
coming increasingly easy to put small 
amounts of data together until a com-
pany builds an individual preference 
map. Most people are uncomfortable 
with the fact that data is being col-
lected, stored and analyzed without 
their consent. It is understandable 
why people feel that their privacy has 
been violated. Even if the personal 
data is not being abused, people feel 
helpless to stop collection of their 
personal data. Moreover, people are 
unable to know who collected the 
data and whether such data is used 
in a proper way. 
In order to empower individuals, poli-
cymakers need to be more focused 
on how data is used rather than data 
collection only. People don’t consid-
er every bit of information related to 
them as important and private. Shar-
ing selective information with the out-
side world may bring a great deal of 
convenience to our lives. What mat-
ters most is how personal data has 
been used, by whom and for what 
purpose. The future of the internet 

New dimensions will be added to our 
lives and we need to be ready for it.
Online Identity might be the most 
challenging issue. “In the next dec-
ade, the world’s virtual population will 
outnumber the population of Earth”.

In future, our online activi-

ties, information and pictures we post 
on the internet will become an inte-
gral part of our identity. In fact, we 
won’t be able to separate the two. 
A person’s real identity is incomplete 
without his virtual identity. To suc-

or even get promoted at work will de-
pend on the strength of both sides of 
your identity, real and virtual. You may 
think of t it as a coin having two sides. 
There is no value for the coin, if one is 
missing. 
 It is common among internet 
users to create multi-faceted identity. 
This is the beauty of the cyber world; 
you can be whoever you want to be. 
Multi-faceted identity can be useful to 
segregate work and play. But make 
no mistake, whatever you post and 
communicate will be there forever. 
Therefore, there will be substantial 
increase in companies that cater for 
privacy and reputation concerns. 
Multi-faceted identity could also be a 

way to hide or cover up certain be-
haviors. WikiLeaks co-founder, Julian 
Assange, said: “When things become 
more open, then they start to become 
more complex, because people start 
hiding what they are doing – their bad 
behavior -- through complexity”.

Privacy and security will con-
stantly look for the breakeven point, a 
point of no loss and no gain. Govern-
ments will continue trying to balance 
the two. However, the amount of data 
available in the cyber world is more 
than what companies and govern-
ments can digest. The so-called Big 
Data is mainly Raw Data which needs 
to be analyzed and converted to use-
ful information. Only then can govern-
ments and companies use such data. 
Governments and private companies 
will be racing to acquire latest tech-
nologies to better predict what their 
citizens’ or customers’ next action will 
be. The technology is called “Predic-
tive Analytics”, a combination of inter-

f i di i
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section of statistics, data-mining and 
computer modeling. Companies can 
target customers with new products 
while governments will know trends 
in public opinion and can identify citi-
zens with criminal behavior. 
 Connected citizens will de-
mand more protection from their gov-
ernments. “State and citizens both 
gain from connectivity, but not in the 
same manner. People empowerment 
comes from what they access, while 
state can derive power from their po-
sition as gatekeeper”. Some experts 
warn that an authoritarian govern-
ment may end up breaking away 
from the World Wide Web (www) and 
create more of separate locked-in 
networks. The World Wide Web will 
then be fragmented and we might 
witness Chinese Internet or Russian 
Internet.
Technology has the power to change 
the way we live. Communication and 
engagement in the digital age will also 

and citizens. There will be a period of 
adjustment as more citizens are mov-
ing online. While some governments 
will accelerate reforms and develop-

to suppress and control.
However, both types of governments 
will be required to build a new police 
force based on digital state capabili-
ties. Software and data mining are ex-
amples of the new digital tools that 
will enable governments to gather 
real-time monitoring data of citizens. 
Companies are building more soft-
ware for data mining with greater ca-
pabilities to analyze a citizen’s behav-
ior and sentiments. Governments will 
be the targeted customers for selling 
such software. Surveillance cameras 
will also be more sophisticated and 
might be traded like arms and only 

-
bility to acquire such technology with 
advanced features.
Governments will also go beyond col-
lecting data from social networks like 
Twitter and Facebook. Online citizens 
can create multi-identities and huge 

volume of data which have no value 
to governments. Therefore, biometric 
data will most likely be used by gov-
ernments to identify citizens based 
on unique individual physical and 
biological elements. Voice recogni-

an individual’s DNA. These tools will 
increasingly be used by the govern-
ment to achieve a top priority objective 
which is linking citizens’ virtual identity 
to actual identity. Once governments 
achieve a high level of accuracy to 
link both virtual and real identities, the 
more they will know about citizens. 
Such information can either be used 

-
press their freedom.
 Another factor related to 
technology is mobility. According to 
Henry Kissinger, former American 
secretary of state, “The empowered 
digital citizens know the technique 
of getting people to the square, but 
they don’t know what to do with them 
when they are in the square”. Digital 
opposition groups are mostly young 

They can mobilize citizens and make 
them stand up to reject dictatorship 
but they fail short to provide alterna-
tives. Subsequently, citizens who got 
drawn to public squares get margin-
alized and even disappointed due to 
lack of vision for what will come next. 
 Technology will keep evolving 
to change our lives. No government 
has the power to slow it down. More 
people will be connected and more 
ideas will be shared. Leaders will be 
pressured to address what truly mat-
ters to citizens. The availability of in-
formation regarding peoples’ hopes 
and pains will help leaders to set up 
plans bridging present to future.

The future of the internet 

future

-
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Who Are We? The Importance
Information Age
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-
Lack of Synergy in UAE

 Branding

-

-

-

ce of Nation Branding in the 
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Improving the UAE’s Interna-
tional Image, Attractiveness 
and Likeability

-
-

Current Situation and Chal-
lenges

-

-
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Humanitarian Aid Initiatives
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Strategic Recommendations

-

-
-

-

-

How can the UAE sell its story? 
-

-

-

Even without a collective 
nation branding effort, the 
UAE is already in a top posi-
tion in the Arab world

The late Sheikh Zayed, 
founder of the nation, re-
peatedly stated his vision to 
assist less fortunate coun-
tries

In the United Kingdom, 
Dubai has catered the Al-
Maktoum College of Higher 
Education, and Sharjah has 
contributed to the Univer-
sity of Exeter’s Gulf Studies 
School
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Not only was America draining money 

with diminishing domestic and inter-
national support, but equipment and 
people were also being damaged at 
a higher rate than anticipated.  This 
drove up the cost still further for new 
technologically advanced equipment 
acquisition and both long-term and 
more expensive medical as well as 
physiological care for fallen warriors.  
Getting the Defense Sector back to 

required drastic budgetary cuts rath-

Something had to change.
Americans saw progress in their cam-
paign to defeat Al Qaeda; they had 
implemented a workable – viewed as 
good enough by some – drawdown 
in Iraq and were setting conditions 
for an enduring relationship with Af-
ghanistan.  Such a strategic pause – 
maybe accidental – offered America, 
time to review its National Security 
interests.  Although these interests re-

main unchanged at their core as origi-
nally articulated in the Declaration of 
Independence of July 4, 1776, as Life, 
Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness, 
the American Democratic Administra-
tion of 2012, then in its second term 

switched gears, maybe seeking the 
Administration’s enduring legacy to 
shift focus from the Atlantic into the 

-
dian Ocean region.  Referred to as a 
pivot and/or rebalancing, the strategic 

Middle East Impli-
cations of Ameri-
can Pivoting or Re-
Balancing into the 

By: Robert A. Sharp

A document signed personally by President Obama on 
January 3, 2014, titled “Sustaining U.S. Global Leadership: 
Priorities for 21st Century Defense” articulated a need for 
change in American strategy.  America found itself at a 

Having been at war in Iraq and Afghanistan for a period 
three times longer than America’s active commitment to 
World War II, a re-think was needed.  The sustained effort 
by the military had expended resources, in both materiel 
and morale, at a higher rate than was anticipated pre-9/11 
and the additional supplemental funding provided by Con-
gress had to be controlled as a result of national debt in-
creases.

STUDIES
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change is worthy of further study not 
only to understand what America is 
doing and why, but also to evaluate 
the necessity for national strategic ad-
aptation.
In the common view, a world map 
has either the Greenwich Meridian, 
and thus London, England in the mid-
dle, or America.  Viewed this way the 

of more importance than the Indian 
Ocean and its region.  This area is the 

and Atlantic.  It represents 20% of all 
water on earth with about 67,000 kil-
ometers of coastline.  It is 5.5 times 
larger than the United States and 
stretches across 7 time zones. 
Some argue that the strategic change 
and thus the essence of strategic 
thought for the “Priorities for 21st 
Century Defense” paper is vested in 
Robert D. Kaplan’s book Monsoon: 
The Indian Ocean and the Future of 

American Power published in 2010.  
It is a book that should be essential 
reading for all strategists, defense 
scholars and even geography stu-
dents.  It vividly describes a region 
across which monsoon winds and 
currents historically enabled trade 

-
crafts linking Indian Ocean ports.  
 Four major choke points sit along its 
commercial sea lanes.  These are: the 
Bab el Mandeb between Djibouti and 
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Yemen, access to the Suez Canal via 
the Red Sea between Saudi Arabia 
and Egypt, the Strait of Hormuz be-
tween Oman and Iran, and the Strait 
of Malacca between Malaysia and 
Indonesia.  Kaplan states that today 
and in the future (as Asia rises) the 
money is in resources because 40% 
of seaborne crude oil passes through 
the Straits of Hormuz in the West and 

-
ity is hosted at the Strait of Malacca 
in the East.  The Indian Ocean, he 
states, is the globe’s busiest and 
most important trade highway, and 
will remain so as rising Indian and 
China draw resources to feed their 
ever growing economies and popu-
lations.  Kaplan concludes that the 
Indian Ocean region will become the 

nexus of world power interest in the 
coming years as nations compete for 

-
na’s in-bound oil will pass across the 
Indian Ocean region.
The necessity for change and thus 
Obama’s paper is best explained by 
viewing a world map with the Indian 
Ocean region at its center.  The in-
creasing energy needs of India and 

on both land and sea.  It will mean 
multi-billion dollar investments into re-
source-providing countries, including 
countries of the Middle East. Kaplan 
states that world energy consump-
tion is predicted to rise by 50% by 

-
est growing economies are in Asia, 
within that same timeframe Asia’s re-
gional economy may outstrip that of 

the United States and Europe.  Rising 
Asia is not likely to invest its wealth in 
unstable countries.  
The resources to feed the future will 
be drawn across the Indian Ocean 
region from the Middle East and also 
Africa.  China already gets one third 

and both are investing there heav-
ily.   Kaplan asserts the region is like 
the “New York taxi cab system – no 
central dispatcher – no UN or NATO – 
maritime security is driven by market 
forces; coalitions appear where ship-
ping lanes need to be protected just 
as more taxis show up in the theatre 
district before and after performanc-
es.”
Kaplan describes how China seeks to 

-
ing southward to the warmer waters 

The resources to feed the 
future will be drawn across 
the Indian Ocean region 
from the Middle East and 
also Africa

America has been actively 
engaged in the Middle East 
region since the end of 
World War II and nothing in 
any likely future suggests 
that that will change

STUDIES
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of the Indian Ocean, the so-called 
String of Pearls strategy.  They have a 
large port and listening post at Gwa-
dar, Pakistan on the Arabian Sea to 
monitor the Straits of Hormuz, and a 
coaling station for their ships in south-
ern Sri Lanka, a container port facility 
on the Bay of Bengal and commercial 
and naval bases being upgraded in 
Myanmar; unlike the hardened mili-
tary bases of the Cold War, these will 
be dual-use, civil-military facilities. 
China’s defense budget has been 
increasing for two decades, even 
though its own economy will only ex-
pand by 8% to 10% annually in the 
coming years.

Kaplan believes that India seeks 

reaching eastwards and westward.  

pending, there is a multi-million dollar 
deal for Iran to provide India with 7.5 

annually for 20 years in the works.  In-
dia is expanding its military and eco-
nomic ties to the East with Myanmar.  
By 2025, India could have the world’s 
third largest economy, after the US 
and China; 20% of India’s defense 
budget is for the navy, half on new 
ships.

-
nounced the new strategy it caught 

most of the Middle East region by 
surprise.  There was much confusion 
about what it all meant.  Initially the 
Obama Administration used the word 
“pivot” which suggested to many that 
America was turning its back on other 
crucial parts of the world.  However 
that is not the case; the best way to 
describe what America intends to do 
is to use a basketball analogy wherein 
the player keeps one foot static as the 
other foot is pivoted forward.  With 
this view America will keep its foot 

moves the other foot from the Atlan-

Ocean region.  
Middle Eastern countries should 
not consider the strategy suggests 
American disengagement.  Far from 
it; America has been actively en-
gaged in the Middle East region since 
the end of World War II and nothing 
in any likely future suggests that that 
will change. The Middle East will ben-

China; the more stable the region, the 
-

ing unstable countries become stable 
is a logical way that Middle Eastern 
states can support friends and ulti-

word “rebalancing” in preference to 
“pivot.”  Words matter, but the intent 
for America to shift emphasis from 

unchanged.  Notwithstanding the re-
cent spoiler of Russia’s annexation of 
Ukraine, recent American meetings 
with both Japan and Australia follow 
the same theme of the shift.  A rising 
tide lifts all boats and Indian and Chi-
nese investment for resources in the 
Middle East is welcome revenue that 
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